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Having experienced COVID-19 and the blockade of city and community, great changes have taken place in people's lives. There is a trend that more free and open city and 
community space is expected, however, the sudden crisis tends to drive the city and community to adopt closed management. This means that the relationship between 
communities and the city has become more subtle, leading the fact that the space has become more complex. In this case, we hope to explore the concept of "border" to 
balance the opening of city and the closure of emergency management.

We set our eyes on the most common "wall" used to limit the boundary，expecting to design some fences with a kind of variability. We take the "L" wall as the module and 
the riveting point as the axis to rotate so that with the rotation of the wall, space inside and outside the wall will also be recombined during the opening and closing, from 
completely closed to totally open, so as to meet the different needs of different periods. We hope that this kind of "boundary" formed by rotatable walls can effectively deal 
with the crisis, playing the role of isolation and observation, while at the same time, provide more diversified possibilities for people's passing through and activities 
between the community and the city, creating more opportunities for exhibitions, gatherings, rest and other various activities. Meanwhile, as to the detail design of the wall 
itself, according to actual situation and measure, holes of different sizes and heights take a place randomly in these rotatable walls. The folded plates in these holes can 
rotate 90 degrees inside and outside, forming a seat for people to rest, or a storage table for placing other items including green plant decoration and takeout.
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Though we're living in this contemporary together, we have made lots of boundaries between me and you or in- and out-. As a boundary between two states, train station 
atr- racts people from various origins.

‘PERSONAL HYGIENE CELL’ is a personal space unit, temporarily accommodating travelers individually by quarantine themselves from new surroundings such as climate, 
culture, and custom of arrival city, which providing grace period between getting-off(platform) and way-out(waiting lounge)at the station.

Staying in the 'PERSONAL HYGIENE CELL’ is more than a sanitization procedure. It causes ‘change of state’ to both travelers and the atmosphere around the cell.
In the cell, travelers wash themselves, change their clothes and get some refreshe- ments. And they also pray and meditate for their mental refreshment.

Around the cell, the air changes into water by atmopheric differences between inside and outside of the cell. A dew gets its birth on the outer surface of the cell and 
flows into reservoir.

Quarantine of Pandemic era is not a crisis of everydays, but a chance of looking back in the era of differences and discriminations.
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Vallbona’s Garden of Eden
URN: RCT9

In the days shrouded by the epidemic, people are scared of gathering in public. When entering the post-pandemic era, architecture could become a medium to help rebuild 
the trust between people.
The project is supposed to be built in Vallbona, a forgotten town on the outskirts of Barcelona. Vallbona is famous for its agricultural cultivation. It has the largest agricultur-
al plantation in the suburb of Barcelona, but is also plagued by aging and high unemployment.
The building aims to add vitality and social cohesion to the region after the pandemic, while also responding to some crisis of the environment and people's health. It is a 
learning center about botany and planting technology: composed of the top greenhouse, the accessible outdoor grass slope in the middle and the multifunctional space at 
the bottom. In addition to the local residents, people from downtown Barcelona, especially children, are welcome here to learn botany and cultivation. They can try to 
perceive nature here, or just have fun and socialize freely. Moreover, this learning center can not only provide a positive social place, but also help solve the unemployment 
problem of local farmers who specialize in plant cultivation.
Furthermore, the greenhouse can increase the biodiversity of the city to a certain extent. In future extreme weather conditions, some plant species will not be suitable for 
outdoor survival. The greenhouse here could become a shelter for plants in the city, and these plants can still be used for botany teaching for children. A Garden of Eden is 
expected to appear in Vallbona, creating an opportunity for the next generation to recognize the present situation and learn to protect the environment as well as the home 
for human survival.
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Nursing home design in the post-epidemic era

Nursing home design in the post-epidemic era has drawn public concern. In the design, we create a shared space that can effectively control the social distance and provide 
a low-touch public space for the elderly population.

Among them, the green water circulation system is a significant feature. It is an environment-friendly and pollution-free natural cycle. It uses the condensation of water 
droplets to gather viruses in the air and obtain clean and sanitary water through disinfection, which saves water resources and reduces harmful substances and viruses in 
the air. Water droplets condense into a stream of water, and the collision between water molecules in the stream and carbon dioxide in the air will affect the flow rate of 
the air, promoting air circulation and improving the breathing quality of the elderly. In addition, the pool formed by the greenhouse can be an influential factor affecting 
people's social distance. While effectively controlling social distance, it can provide a low-contact and communicable public space for the elderly on the ground floor.

Moreover, the house is divided into many rooms by each function. They can do many things in these rooms, such as cleaning, eating, working and entertainment without 
frequent contact with others, so that the elderly can live in low exposure conditions, effectively reducing the risk of exposure to infection.

We also provide a new model of shared space like wide plant-filled balconies, which can allow people to experience the sense of communication and the flow of emotion 
in an environment of limiting the number of people along with effectively controlling the social distance while contacting. There are sensor gates for doors in public areas 
and voice recognition for smart furniture and calls so as to prevent and avoid direct or indirect exposure to infection.

In Nursing Home, the elderly can interact with others, while conveniently and effectively isolate themselves when encountering emergencies in this new type of shared 
residential space by using separate, automated isolation rooms. They can also have more possibilities to be in close contact with nature, and have a more free and open 
living environment than staying at home. They can take walks, exercise, and even have a limited number of friends for activities.

Overall, our aim is to connect the shared house closely with the life of the elderly, making the facilities functional, clear, healthy and safe, and at the same time achieving 
comfort and freedom.
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Registration number: RCT12

Project narrative:

In this post pandemic time, the project is created based on the thinking of how the way of people’s life in the community would change and how learning in the future could 
become since the crisis dramatically force people to change.

The adaptation of Learning, from my perspective, is a miniature of people’s adjustment to crises. It stimulates my thinking of how learning could transform in the post crises 
background. Isolation exists in people’s mind after the pandemic, boundaries become undefined lines. Focusing on a community scale, learning is not served as convention-
al parallel classrooms in the school, it is transformed to become a diverse machine that hold boulevards of plants, establishing close connection with the nature context. 
Learning becomes an experience, for people to explore, to connect, to gather, to be isolated. Informal learning experience is formed by more exposing to the environment 
rather than applying conventional formal teaching mode. Green corridor workshop provides experience of sequence while people are not aware of it. Large gathering 
amphitheater combined with vertical nature system promotes new learning methods and isolated capsules offer certain privacy and social distancing. The project not only 
serves as a dwelling building, but an urban device for healing, merging, interacting and adjustment.

Project title: Exposure
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Living Inside Out 
as in the New Normal

Since the pandemic, the public has been spending most 
of time interior: we work, entertain, exercise, learn, even 
quarantine ourselves in an indoor environment, hence the 
routine has proliferated an indoor lifestyle globally. Living 

interior in order to support physical and intellectual de-
velopment, how one could achieve social interactions in 
such isolated domestic environment and how one could 
experience outdoor atmosphere in indoor setting are the 
two key current challenges in urban realms. Urbanism 
has long been taken place in outdoors instead of indoors. 
Our city needs to extend inwards simultaneously in order 
to address the New Normal changes.

Dichotomy of interior and exterior is gradually dissolved 
and replaced by interior-exterior spaces, where we can 
enjoy fresh air, daylight indoors as well as a range of pri-
vacies and openness. Moreover, this hybridized indoor 
space could establish a new spatial setting. On one hand 
we could customize our own microclimate cater for indi-
vidual’s lifestyle through temperature and hygiene con-
trol. On the other hand, one could utilize variety of indoor 

tiles to achieve resilience, even an adaptive environment 
when facing our current global health challenges.

The drawing imagines the integration of interior and ex-
terior experience. By bridging residential buildings in the 
neighbourhood, each level is connected and perceived 
as an indoor community to accommodate programs for 
the routine of work, entertainment as well as personal 

to move, interact with programs or even stand-alone as 

routine today, it presents the adapted social and spatial 
mechanism of an inside out living in the city.
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“Mankind ravens in an imminent future all the resources which had taken millions of years to store up, no one really listens to the admonishing voices, over-produce and 
over-consume inexorably until everything impoverished. Trees are down, the topsoil depleted, the glaciers melted and animals go extinct. Plutocrats and the elite have set 
off for space colonization. The aftermath on Earth is a desolate ghetto of low-life engulfed by the sprawl of urbanization, along with internecine rivalries between the 
outcasts, living in a grim utopia, but still breeding without control...”
-
The stagnation of our world under the pandemic has exposed the Achilles’ heel of global capitalism, which was reproduced through the intensification of inequality. For 
centuries our generations have been educated in the same manner, doctrine is what everyone follows, thus assimilated into a single managerial paradigm, in which the 
preceding illegitimate power of market economy enriches some people at the expense of others. Our world is unscathed from such vicious homogenization, cities are no 
longer positioned in their autonomous domain, territories are effacing, cultures are being commodified, architecture is becoming an explicit index of late capitalism and 
utilitarianism. This lopsided yet aggressive mode of capital conglomeration only churns out scenographic icons or generic environments in favor of efficiency, heralding a 
future of socio-economic misery.
-
Our city is sick and needs to be healed.
We are entangled with our time, with our environment, and with the history that incubated in feudal and petrified forms.
We shall not kneel before conventions and finalities, and the past that enslaves us with our own falseness and pitiful fears.
We are designers, the constructors of worlds, the hedonists who venerate the dawn against the darkening sky and worship the primordial habitat of humanity.
(289 words)

2021 RIBA Students Competition - Reimagining Cities and Towns post Covid

Title:

Narrative:

Unique Registration Number (URN): RCT16

Dystopia Redivia - A bleak warning
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With 70% of the land covered by hilly terrain, Hong Kong is packed with people that there is barely any open space for people to use. The virus outbreak and the following 
lock down further highlighted the dearth of urban public spaces under social distancing policy. More and more people go to the mountains to escape from the dense, small 
cities and households. This inverse living style discloses the possibility of developing a second ground level. At the same time, the increased need of interacting with the 
nature is also observed, which gives rise to the gradual human destruction to the nature. In light of this, we propose to bring the nature back to the cities through integrat-
ing the footbridge with greenery. Mong Kok in Hong Kong was chosen to be our referenced site, for its footbridge system is one significant example of how an elevated 
ground can affect the dense urban area, relieving the crowdedness at the real ground level. Our design centers the big trees, expanding different levels of bridge surfaces 
to create multiple layers of greenery. Through the design, nature is accessible within the everyday life circle, creating a more sustainable living environment, and protect 
the mountains from overwhelming human activities.

After the pandemic, we see the transforming relationship of people similar to an archipelago - the duality of physical separation and the eager to bound, to form a whole 
collective. Following the thought, small islands are scarcely spread on the footbridge, providing public open space for people to stay and use. Between islands is the iron 
mesh that separate each solitary island, yet not completely isolate any of them. Busy flow of people walk on the mesh, with the prosperous vegetation blurring the bound-
ary. Distance in this archipelagic condition turns into an alternative form of connection. People enjoy their solitude, and are able to feel the existence of the others at the 
same time.

2021 RIBA STUDENTS COMPETITION

Brief For Reimaging Cities And Towns Post-Covid
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In the most economically developed area of Shanghai, housing has become the top issue. High-density communities are one of the measures to solve this problem. At the 
same time, it is also suffering from the impact of the epidemic. Traditional communities need to make changes to deal with this problem.

High-density community post-Covid

The population of Pudong New Area has increased, including workers, residents, tourists and financial practitioners.
Population Surge

First, a core is located in the center of the city as the brain of the city. Through the collection and feedback of information, the unit of life belonging to each person can be 
customized. These units include different types, such as residential, landscape, public space, and urban service facilities. Afterwards, these units will be added to the grid 
by equipment to form a sustainable construction process

Design Strategy

When people gather together, the probability of infection may be greatly increased. In this community, all individuals are equal, and you can customize your own personal-
ized living facilities through your mobile phone. Once your life needs have changed, don’t worry, we will make adjustments. Each unit can be moved by mechanical equip-
ment. Once someone is sick, their individual unit will be moved to a specific area. In this way, the entire system can be continuously updated and grow healthily. This area 
can also be turned into a prefabricated ward to deal with some public health emergencies.

How to solve epidemic prevention problem

Topic: Never Land (Build for equity)
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During the COVID-19 pandemic, people in the cities have little access to the nature, and the communication between different groups of people reduces. Therefore, cities 
post- covid should provide people with an environment in which landscape blurs with urban constructions and people from different social groups could interact. “Vallbona, 
continuity of nature and landscape” is an urban project in the small town of Barcelona, Spain. It consists of three interrelated projects: A pedestrian bridge on an existing 
bridge, a community canteen and a community learning center. They all try to realize the ideal environment from different aspects.

Firstly, the pedestrian bridge tries to use the intertwined paths of different types of paving to attract people to come to the small town. Although Vallbona is remote, it 
keeps the valuable sample of two different types of green land, one for garden and one for farmland. By extracting these two elements to the paving, the bridge becomes 
the new image of Vallbona. By following different routes, people could try gardening or do farm work and interact with strangers happily.

Secondly, the community canteen uses a volume sunken in the topography to create a plazza-like site for the community to gather. What’s more, a row of trees around the 
highway is a significant part of the construction. The trees become the perfect insulation for the original acoustic problem and people in Vallbona could enjoy food or just 
rest surrounded by all the landscape elements: Trees, the terrain and the water.

Thirdly, the learning center uses the form of landscape architecture to reflect the restricted form of urban green space in Barcelona. The two rows of volume, interact with 
each other but also extend by themselves, offer Vallbona’s people a new form of urban green space and new chances to meet people from Barcelona.

Vallbona, continuity of nature and landscape
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ELYSIUM ASSISTANCE

The future is an era that human beings are eagerly awaiting, and it is unpredictable what may happen in the future. Nowadays, the world has been hit by an epidemic killing 
many people regardless of race or color. Therefore, the parties involved must be prepared to do something capable of overcoming the same problem as Covid 19 in the 
future. Nowadays, an issue that often occurs at this time of the pandemic is that the population finds it difficult to get the necessities of life, such as food. It happens 
because they are forbidden to leave the house so that the virus does not spread. Besides that, the second issue is that residents often experience stress in life because they 
are forbidden to go out of the house to entertain at home. Therefore, Elysium Assistance is designed to overcome the problem in the future. Elysium assistance inspires by 
jellyfish because the nature of jellyfish will protect each other when in danger. The function of Elysium Assistance is to be used to deliver food and used as a mobile trans-
port that has movies in it so that users feel enjoyable. In addition, there is a sanitizing chamber at the entrance that is useful to keep users free of Covid 19 when using it 
or the vehicle is used to deliver convenience goods or necessities. The precautionary measure so that the Covid 19 virus does not spread. Elysium Assistance uses a fusion 
engine that absorbs sunlight to save flight costs for the vehicle and will not damage the environment in the future.
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SKYLINE DELIVERY SYSTEM

Inspired by the skyline of the city of Columbia from Bioshock Infinite, the Skyline delivery system is a take on the inspiration in a post-covid era, where the skyline railings 
soar above-head and connect one destination to another. This in effect enables carriers, which contains packages, food, parcels and goods, to move back and forth via the 
system. The railings connect firstly from the main production port (restaurants, goods production, etc.) which then go through the automated main distribution hub, which 
then distribute the carriers carrying the goods to the designated destination. The carriers on the other hand, come equipped with automated self-sanitizing systems which 
sanitizes the interior of the carriers before and after every trip to ensure no harmful microbes are carried with the contained items. As we approach the future with a more 
careful and attentive mind towards healthcare, physical contact among us is volatile as we could be the carriers of foreign microbes. Thus, automated carriers delivered 
through an airborne system that reduce unnecessary physical human contact via delivered goods is essential in shaping a more health-conscious future.
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DI-VERSE-CITY

( BIODIVERSITY )

"DI-VERSE-CITY" is inspired by freedom and biodiversity, which is one city that gives many advantages to people's health, thus preparing for the pandemic era, which can 
do a routine before pandemic spread to us. We approach the future by the artificial river as our main concept, which uses two primary renewable energy: solar and water. 
Both of them can generate electricity. Also, we take Malaysia country as a model with a tropical climate suitable for our case study on that beside case study on the artificial 
river. We use renewable energy as energy transportation ( waterline cable car, solar minibus ) and food logistics. It is essential to use renewable energy now because our 
world lacks unrenewable power like what we use right now. This pandemic era can affect many health care issues, food logistics, entrance in every shop, and source pollu-
tion ( air, water, etc.). That's why many countries failed in the fight against the pandemic covid -19. Transportation also becomes the main reason the flu can spread ( when 
it's crowded ) .meanwhile, a lot of users of engine transportation such as car, bus, motorcycle etc. its may effects to air when many users of vehicles on the road ( polluted 
air ).

As we are concerned about health in "di-verse-city", it is about green scenery, therapy mindset to people and soothing sound from the river giving a great impact to the 
future in many aspects ( ecology and humanity ). Meanwhile, in terms of transportation in "di-verse-city", we use solar and waterline cable cars and solar minibus to avoid 
the flu spread when gathering in one bus. Its also can reduce traffic accident which no road used in the city. Thus, Di-verse-city" gives hope for people to face their routine 
activities without any limit.
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“1 Malaysia is our saviour; Circuit is the only hope”

Rather than only depending on the political organization, the phrase "1 Malaysia" is used as a prominent citizens’ initiative. A sense of hopelessness has haunted the minds 
of Malaysians who are struggling and experiencing a prolonged COVID-19 pandemic vis-à-vis other countries, making it difficult for people to survive without jobs. As a 
result, these people tend to look for the greatest and most efficient means of earning money. We envision that even in the future, during post-COVID, Malaysians will face 
a long-term necessity for financial and economic recovery. As a result of Malaysians' adaptability and resilience, the idea extends to pop-up markets and drive-thru in 
Malaysia, which can counteract the issue of massive job losses.

Pop-up market depicts the conceptualization of a complete circuit which entails a constant flow and the pandemic survivors play a vital role as living-machines that are 
contributing to the mass production of goods resulting from the commencement of this pop-up market. Continuous flow of the controlled grid principle which generated 
from the connectivity results in a limitless circulation to respond to the chaotic environment due to the pandemic. Interacting while moving are two crucial keys performed 
in the drive-thru approach that can accomplish the circulation that calls for manoeuvre and reciprocity. The car’s secluded space is considered as a boundary that ratifies a 
person’s safe space. By linking similar pieces together in diverse ways, modular architecture allows for additional flexibilities in design and consistent maintenance. The 
flexible and expandable quality of the pop-up market is promising for more job opportunities to be unlocked chronologically. The red canopy sectionizes foods and beverag-
es while the blue canopy is for perishable foods. In contextual response, the pop-up market aims to be executed in every township in Malaysia focusing on the sub-urban 
context.
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Inspired by the skyline of the city of Columbia from Bioshock Infinite, the Skyline delivery system is a take on the inspiration in a post-covid era, where the skyline railings 
soar above-head and connect one destination to another. This in effect enables carriers, which contains packages, food, parcels and goods, to move back and forth via the 
system. The railings connect firstly from the main production port (restaurants, goods production, etc.) which then go through the automated main distribution hub, which 
then distribute the carriers carrying the goods to the designated destination. The carriers on the other hand, come equipped with automated self-sanitizing systems which 
sanitizes the interior of the carriers before and after every trip to ensure no harmful microbes are carried with the contained items. As we approach the future with a more 
careful and attentive mind towards healthcare, physical contact among us is volatile as we could be the carriers of foreign microbes. Thus, automated carriers delivered 
through an airborne system that reduce unnecessary physical human contact via delivered goods is essential in shaping a more health-conscious future.



Reimaging Cities and Towns post-Covid
The New Collective: Living, Creating and Exhibiting

Design Instruction
The proposal is aimed at updating the old residential units to the 
two separated functions of artist living and public exhibiting in the 
global 'post-epidemic' situation.

Due to the COVID-19, the traditional way of artists' houses upstairs 
and displaying artworks downstairs is showing its drawbacks. 

is needed to separate living and exhibition.

In the proposal, the original congregated house which located in the 
center of Shanghai will be transformed into a collective house for 
resident artists and public spaces for exhibitions. Artists domestic 
and overseas whoever live and work here will be fully immersed 
in Shanghai's vibrant culture and seek inspiration of the city, while 
the public will have a safe and unique experience of leisure-time 
activities against the backdrop of the epidemic. The most important 
of all, public activities and artists living are relatively isolated. 
Meanwhile, considering the shortage of land in Shanghai and the 
need for intensive resources, a vertical strategy was adopted: 
The living space is arranged from the bottom to the top, while the 

which could be accessed both by a public-oriented urban strolling 
aisle which connects the pavement directly and an intimate vertical 
staircase inside the house. The exhibition spaces will be served as a 
venue for the crowd and a special studio for artists when there's no 
exhibiting.
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Site History from 1928 to 2021
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